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If you want to know about  anxiety, 

you may find the following helpful in assessing  anxiety problem:

A = You experience a threat to your personal

domain (e.g., to your self-esteem or to your

sense of comfort).

B = Irrational beliefs

C (emotional) = Anxiety

(behavioral) = Engaging in safety-seeking

behavior: avoiding threat;

withdrawing from threat.

(thinking) = Creating an even greater threat

in your mind; underestimating

your ability to deal with the

threat. 

Anxiety
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If you want to know about depression,

you may find the

following helpful in assessing 

 depression

problem:

A = You have suffered a loss from or

failure within

your personal domain (e.g., with respect

to

your sense of autonomy or to your

connection

to others).

B = Irrational beliefs

C (emotional) = Depression

(behavioral) = Withdrawing from

reinforcements into self; sleeping

excessively; being inactive.

(thinking) = Focusing on the negative;

thinking that the future is

hopeless; thinking that you are

helpless.

Depression
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If you want to know about guilt, you may find the following helpful in

assessing  guilt problem:

A = Transgressing a moral rule in your personal

domain (i.e., doing the wrong thing);

Failing to abide by a moral rule in your

personal domain (i.e., not doing the right

thing);

Harming and/or hurting the feelings of

someone significant in your personal domain.

B = Irrational beliefs

C (emotional) = Guilt

(behavioral) = Begging for forgiveness;

engaging in self-punishing

behavior.

(thinking) = Assuming far more responsibility than is warranted; giving

others far less responsibility

than is warranted; not taking

into account mitigating factors.

Guilt
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If you you want to know about shame, 

you may find the following helpful in assessing shame problem:

A = You have fallen very short of your ideal

within your personal domain before a

real or imagined audience.

B = Irrational beliefs

C (emotional) = Shame

(behavioral) = Removing yourself from the

gaze of others; isolating

yourself from others.

(thinking) = Overestimating the amount and

degree of negative judgment

received from others

Shame
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If you want to know unhealthy jealousy, you may

find the following helpful in assessing 

unhealthy jealousy problem:

A = You perceive that another poses a threat to a

valued relationship within your personal

domain.

B = Irrational beliefs

C (emotional) = Unhealthy jealousy

(behavioral) = Seeking constant reassurance

from the person with whom you have the relationship that

the threat does not exist, but doubting their responses;

checking the movements of your significant other;

restricting the movements of your significant other.

(thinking) = Constructing images of your significant other’s having a

relationship with the other person; thinking that the loss

of your relationship is imminent.

Jealousy
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If you want to know unhealthy anger, you may find

the following helpful in assessing  unhealthy

anger problem:

A = Another has threatened your self-esteem;

another has transgressed an important rule

within your personal domain; another has

frustrated your attempts to achieve an

important goal within your personal domain.

B = Irrational beliefs

C (emotional) = Unhealthy anger

(behavioral) = Attacking the other in some

way; withdrawing aggressively.

(thinking) = Thinking about gaining

revenge; not being able to see

the other’s point of view.

Anger 
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If you want to know hurt, you may find 

the following helpful in assessing hurt problem:

A = Significant others in your personal domain

have let you down and you think that you

are undeserving of such treatment.

B = Irrational beliefs

C (emotional) = Hurt

(behavioral) = Shutting down the channel of

open communication between

yourself and the other(s);

sulking.

(thinking) = Thinking that the other person

does not care about you;

thinking of yourself as alone,

uncared for, and misunderstood.

Hurt 
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If you want to know  unhealthy envy, you may find

the following helpful in assessing our unhealthy

envy problem:

A = Another person possesses and/or enjoys

something (or someone) deemed valuable

within your personal domain which you do

not have.

B = Irrational beliefs

C (emotional) = Unhealthy envy

(behavioral) = Seeking what the other person

has even when it is selfdefeating to do so; disparaging

or trying to destroy what the

other person has.

(thinking) = Thinking about how to get what

the other person has (when it is

self-defeating to do so) or how

to spoil that person’s enjoyment

of it.

Envy
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